# ROOMS AVAILABLE FOR FEMALES

## Singles in Halls
- Burton 123
- Burton 223
- Burton 228
- Burton 306
- Burton 309
- Burton 310
- Burton 335
- Burton 408 (SF)
- Cassat 208 (SF) (BH)
- Cassat 218 (SF) (BH)
- Cassat 301 (BH)
- Cassat 317 (BH)
- Cassat 408 (BH)
- Cassat 417 (BH)
- Goodhue 302
- Musser 211 (SF)
- Myers 233 (SF)
- Myers 433
- Nourse 110
- Nourse 307 (SF)
- Nourse 415

## Doubles in Halls
- Watson 204 (SF)
- Watson 208 (SF)
- Watson 211 (SF)
- Watson 219 (SF)
- Watson 304
- Watson 308
- Watson 311
- Watson 312
- Watson 401
- Watson 408
- Watson 411
- Watson 416
- Watson 505
- Watson 508
- Watson 515
- Watson 518
- Watson 601
- Watson 605
- Watson 611
- Watson 615
- Watson 701
- Watson 702
- Watson 709
- Watson 716
- Watson 719

## Doubles in Halls
- Burton 106A
- Burton 401 (SF)
- Cassat 203 (SF) (BH)
- Cassat 214 (SF) (BH)
- Cassat 313 (BH)
- Cassat 322 (BH)
- Cassat 420 (BH)
- Davis 308
- Davis 406 (SF)
- Goodhue 207 (SF)
- Goodhue 218 (SF)
- Goodhue 303
- Goodhue 315
- Goodhue 335
- Goodhue 342
- Goodhue 403
- Goodhue 415
- Goodhue 423
- Goodhue 445
- Musser 203 (SF)
- Musser 206 (SF)
- Musser 222 (SF)
- Musser 306
- Musser 318
- Musser 320
- Musser 404
- Musser 406
- Musser 418
- Myers 201 (SF)
- Myers 243 (SF)
- Myers 401
- Myers 441
- Myers 446
- Nourse 304A (SF)
- Nourse 400
- Nourse 407A
- Nourse 417
- Nourse 418
- Watson 206 (SF)
- Watson 414
- Watson 510
- Watson 706

## Singles in Houses
- Allen 206
- Fac Club 102 (QA)
- Fac Club 204 (QA)
- Geffert 109 (QA)
- Geffert 200 (QA)
- Geffert 201 (QA)
- Wilson 202 (OB)
- Wilson 203 (OB)

## Doubles in Houses
- Allen 208
- Geffert 202 (QA)
- Geffert 203A (QA)
- Jewett 200A
- Jewett 200B

---

(QA) Quiet Area  (SF) Substance-Free Area  (BH) Break Housing  (OB) Off Board Meal Plan

- This list will be updated as necessary prior to Room Draw. Please refer to Residence, our On Line Room Draw system, for the list of rooms updated in real time. Updated Available Room Listings can be obtained from Residential Life at noon each day of Room Draw. Listings will be updated on the web site each morning during Room Draw.
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